SYMFONY5 CERTIFICATION
ONLINE COACHING WITH SENSIOLABS UNIVERSITY

Objectives:
The best way to become a Certified Symfony Developer is to study with its creators! Let’s get you ready for the exam by studying together. We’ll cover all the primary topics on the Symfony5 test. This workshop is ideal for those who already have an excellent level and want to test and reinforce their competences before taking the official certification exam.

Duration: 14 weeks
Price: 1 650€ HT per person
Code: SF5C6
Public: PHP web Developers
Requirements: Master Symfony 5

During fourteen weeks, use our online platform and our e-learning sessions. You’ll study the most important topics that appear on the exam.

- A daily test of 20 questions following the exam format,
- A competence acquiring plan based on the official Symfony documentation,
- More than 70 videos on Symfony and related technologies
- Kata-style, directed exercises to help you acquire automatic development gestures,
- 14 training sessions of 1 ½ hours each via live streaming (total of 21 hrs. throughout the program). These sessions will be recorded and accessible in each student’s workspace.
- The following topics will be covered over the 14 sessions:
  - PHP and Web Security / Standardization
  - HTTP
  - Symfony Architecture
  - Controllers
  - Routing
  - Templating with Twig
  - Forms
  - Data Validation
  - Dependency Injection
  - Security
  - HTTP Caching
  - Console
  - Automated Tests
  - Miscellaneous

You can enter the program at any time!